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Secesia (SK), Sezessionstil (AT), Jugendstil (DE), 
L’Art Noveau (FR), L’ArtModerne(BE), Stile 
Floreale (IT), Stile Liberty (GB)

It is the last of the ,,compact“ styles 
demonstrated in archotecture, literature and 
fine art at the end of 19th and beginning of 
20th century. Art Nouveau was a,,modern 
solution“ – an effort of artists to cut off the 
past and historicism.



The artists were looking for inspiration in nature, mysticism and woman´s body.
Art Nouveau is characterized by too many decorative and ornamental elements. It 

denied the rule of straight lines and direct angles. Curved lines, sinusoids and 
natural movement were rather preferred in this style.



Dress
Art Nouveau clothes were 

characteristic by silhouette in 
the form of „hourglass“, 
highlighting the bust, richly 
draped sleeves, slender waist 
and bell-flared skirt.

Elegance and sophistication of 
decorative elements 
emphasized clothing – lace, 
ribbons, delicate chiffon 
materials, flowers that made 
luxurious affair of it.

Clothing on a weekday was more 
moderate. It was based on a 
blouse with collar and a long 
bell-shaped skirt. It was 
decorated with embroidery, 
pleats, lace, ...



In the design of creation, we 
sought an inspiration in 
contemporary photographs 
and literature. Our goal was 
to create a festive, yet more 
moderate and simpler 
model of the urban 
environment which retains 
the typical Art Nouveau 
silhouette.

We built on the link blouses 
with richly draped sleeves 
and a long skirt of the bell 
by an embroidered belt.



The most important moment was  
making the selection of materials 
and their combinations. The basic 
material firmer flesh-coloured 
light is accompanied by a black 
tulle and lace of  cream-gold on a 
black background.

Playing with a translucent layer, 
drapery and golden reflections in 
lace we achieved a simple model 
with a touch of a luxurious 
ceremony, which is often 
presented in a contemporary 
photo documentation.



The upper part of the dress is made of solid light fabric. It has a simple cut and 
richly shirred sleeves strongly tapering toward the wrist („ham shape“). Tapered 
portion of the sleeve is made of lace.

The whole upper part of the dress is covered with black tulle which is irregularly 
pleated in the front and rear portions  to form a linear structure. Lacy blouse is 
completed by a high stand-up collar and lace cuffs.



The skirt is simple, long to the ground at the rear with 
a slight extension into the siding. It is widespread and 
its bell shape highlights tulle underskirt.

Dress is completed by a lace girdle that opto-gown 
skirt and blouse, while light contrasts with black and 
connects the soft flesh-colours.



Art Nouveau decoration was visible in hairstyle 
too.

At first the hair was plaited and fringe was cut, 
later they curled the hair.

They made a high wreath from the plaits at the 
top of the head.

They also put some hair decorations there which 
were fixed by combs or nets. The hairstyle 
was usually completed by flowers, ribbons 
and stuffed birds.

The forehead was decorated by curls which was 
later replaced by combing the fringe up.

The whole hairstyle was adapted to the wearing 
of different types of hats.

Hair





We adapted our hairstyle to the line and material of the 

designed clothes. We were inspired by preserved 

daguerrotypes of aristocratic women from the period of 

Austro-Hungarian empire as well as by photos in 

magazine WOCHE from 1907.



After we combed the hair, we separated it at the top of the head to the thicker strands. 
We put in an artificial hair filler (in the past ladies used fillers from real  human hair) and 
we wrapped the hair strands around it.



We used another hair filler to increase the volume at the top of the head.



Finally, we decorated the hairstyle by hair decoration.



Final photography







Thank you for your 
attention.


